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Abstract—Recently, time scales calculus is developed to 
unify continuous and discrete analysis. By extending the 
definition of time scales properly, this paper introduces the 
concept of a signal set as well as its stability properties in 
terms of the so-called pseudo distance measure. This leads to 
more general Lyapunov like conditions to check stability 
properties of systems with hybrid nature. By way of examples, 
the proposed framework is used to model hybrid systems with 
simplicity and flexibility to characterize trajectories in the 
behavior of hybrid systems. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
s engineering systems are getting more and more 
complex, they require both continuous and discrete 

valued signals, as well as continuous and discrete dynamics 
or time scales to describe their behaviors. Such systems have 
a hybrid nature. Examples include impulsive behavior in 
biological systems, or systems with logic rules and switching, 
control behavior induced through sampler-and-hold 
structures, engineering systems with impact forces and so on, 
see, for example [4, 8, 10, 20, 25] and references therein. 

Recently, dynamic equations on time scales have been 
introduced to unify continuous-time and discrete-time 
dynamics [1, 3]. With the help of unified time scales calculus, 
the time scale framework can be used to investigate the 
properties of complex engineering systems [10, 12, 21, 24]. 
For example, it was pointed in [10] that a possible approach 
to model a hybrid system is to consider “dynamical systems 
on time scales”.  As a time scale is an arbitrary, but, fixed 
closed subset of the real line, it is not equivalent to the hybrid 
time domain defined in [10]. In this work, a novel concept of 
generalized time scales is introduced to fully capture the 
behavior of general engineered hybrid systems, including 
their behavior as time progresses indefinitely. This allows us 
to consider notions of stability.  

With the help of a pseudo distance measure, the 
convergence properties of signal sets defined on generalized 
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time scales are described with corresponding uniform global 
stability (UGS) and uniform global asymptotic stability 
(UGAS). Consequently, Lyapunov function-based 
conditions are obtained to verify UGS and UGAS. Two 
examples illustrate how the proposed framework works.  

A special case of systems with the hybrid nature is hybrid 
systems. Different characterizations of hybrid systems have 
been proposed, see, for example, [6, 10, 14, 20, 24] and 
references therein. Compared with the widely used hybrid 
time domain (see [10]), there are three key advantages to 
represent hybrid systems using the notion of signal sets 
defined on generalized time scales: (1) The simplicity, as 
generalized time scales are just subsets of one dimensional 
space . (2) The time scale calculus has been well 
developed, see [1, 3, 5]. (3) The flexibility. For example, 
switched systems and Zeno solutions can be handled using 
the proposed framework as shown in Section IV. C and 
Section IV. D.   

This paper is an extended version of our conference paper 
[18] with the focus on introducing signal sets defined on 
generalized time scales. A more complete set of stability 
conditions is provided, and we add more examples to 
illustrate the flexibility of the framework, including a new 
modeling technique for switched systems.  

The structure of this paper is as follows: Section II recalls 
some basic properties and defines two important operators 
relative to generalized time scales. Section III presents the 
general concept of signal sets defined on generalized time 
scales. Two important stability concepts (UGS and UGAS) 
and some Lyapunov based conditions are discussed. Section 
IV proposes a new definition of hybrid solutions such that it 
can be applied to the model studied in [10] as well as a model 
of arbitrarily switched systems. An example illustrates how 
the proposed framework can be used to describe the behavior 
of passing through a Zeno time. Conclusions are drawn in 
Section V. 

Notations 
1. ,, },1,0{),,0[ LZ  and }.,2,1{ L  
2. v  denotes the Euclidean norm of a vector pv , p .  
3. For any nonempty subset  of p , let 

vuv uinf  denote the distance function of a 
vector pv  w. r. t. .  

4. With ,ba  ),[ ba  is called a half-open interval. 
5. A class  K  function is a function ),0[),0[:  that 

is continuous, zero at zero and strictly increasing with 
)(s  as s . 
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6. For a finite set S, S#  denotes the total number of the 
elements of S. Moreover, S#  when S is an infinite set.  

7. For any set ,pS  )(SP  denotes the set of all subsets of 
S and ., rSsrsrS  

II. PRELIMINARIES 
Time scales are introduced in order to unify continuous 

and discrete analysis with many mathematical tools 
developed to facilitate such an analysis [1, 3, 5]. In this paper, 
the concept of time scales is generalized to describe the 
properties of systems with continuous and discrete signals 
over a half-open interval of the real numbers.  

This section introduces generalized time scales with some 
of their properties and an interesting decomposition of the 
time parameter in terms of two operators related to 
continuous-time and discrete-time natures.  

A. Generalized time scales 
The following definition describes the jumps in time 

(discrete) and some basic concepts in time scales. 
Definition 1. Let S  be any subset of .  
a)  Denote tSIni Stinf)(  and .sup)( tSFin St                   
b) The function sSt Ssts ,inf: a  is said to be the 
forward jump operator where by the conventional usage, if 

SSFin )( , let ).())(( SFinSFin   
c) Denote .)()( ttStSR   
d) For any ,,ba  

StatS a  and .],[ Stbtaba S                                                       

     Definitions of time scale and generalized time scale are as 
follows. 

Definition 2.  a) A closed subset of  is called a time scale.  
b) A subset I of  is said to be a generalized time scale when 

aI  is a time scale for each .Ia  It is said to be forward 
(backward) complete when )(IFin ( )(IIni ).  
When )(IFin  and )(IIni , it is said to be complete.  
Remark 1. The concept of generalized time scale tries to 
extend the definition of the time scale to deal with a half-open 
interval ).,[ ba  Although this is not a time-scale,   

],[),[ caba c  are all time scale (closed) for all .bca   
Such a generalization will be useful to characterize the 
solutions of hybrid systems. For example, the hybrid time 
domain in [10] includes a half-open interval.                      ■ 

The following result directly follows from Definition 2. 
The proof is omitted. 
Lemma 1. For a generalized time scale I, the following hold. 
a) If ,)(IIni  .)( IIIni  
b) For any ,, Iba  Iba ],[  is a time scale.  
c) If ,)( IIFin  I is a time scale. Otherwise, every 
increasing sequence Itn}{  with )(lim IFintnn  
satisfies  U 1 .n tn

II                                                                         ■ 
Remark 2. Roughly speaking, a) indicates that if the initial 
point   exists (i.e., the solution starts from some time instant), 
it is in I. This is important when defining trajectories of 
dynamical systems because we need to specify initial 

conditions. In many instances, it may suffice to consider 
closed subintervals of a generalized time scale to analyze 
properties of a solution. Result b) indicates that any finite 
domain of interest can be assumed to be a time scale. Result c) 
states that a generalized time scale is just a set-theoretic limit 
of a sequence of “increasing” time scales with the same 
“initial point”. This in itself provides another way of 
introducing generalized time scales, see [18].                       ■ 
    Next the concept of subintervals is also needed. It will be 
used in the extension of solutions. 
Definition 3. Let I be a generalized time scale. A subset 

IJ  is said to be a subinterval of I if J is a generalized time 
scale and .,,],[],[ Jtststs IJ  

B. Two important operators 

As time scales can represent both continuous and discrete 
solutions, two important operators are used to partition the 
time parameter into a continuous-time part and a 
discrete-time part, respectively.  
Definition 4. Let I be a generalized time scale with 

.)( IIIni  For any ,It  
)(]),([)()( IInitIIniIInitT I

I
c                    (1) 

is called the continuous-time part of t relative to I. Moreover,  
                        0])([)( ),( tsIRs

I
d sstN                    (2) 

is said to be the discrete-time part of t relative to I. When the 
reference to I is obvious from the context, we use the 
short-hand notation ct  and dt  to replace )(tT I

c  and )(tN I
d , 

respectively.  
Remark 3. Notice that ItIIni ]),([  is the “occupying area” of 
I contained in ]),([ tIIni . On the other hand, dt  is “the other 
area” of the interval ]),([ tIIni  outside I. It is clear that the 
equality dc ttt  holds, as shown in Proposition 1 below, 
see also Fig. 1. This goes a long way to explain why  ct  and 

dt  are said to be the continuous-time and discrete-time parts 
of t, respectively. They provide important information 
relative to the representation of different “time scales”.       ■ 
 
 
 
 
 
                         Fig. 1: Illustrating ct  and .dt  

    It can be shown that the following basic properties hold 
(the proofs may be found in Appendix A).  
Proposition 1. Let I be a generalized time scale with 

.)( IIIni  
a) )),([: IIniIT I

c  is increasing and continuous with 
)())(( IIniIIniT I

c  and )(IT I
c being a closed or half-open 

interval.  
b) For any ,It  )()( tNtTt I

d
I

c . Particularly, )(tTt I
c .  

c) IN I
d :  is increasing and continuous with 

.0))(( IIniN I
c                                                                      ■ 

Ini(I) 
1l 1   2   3   2l t

32121 ,)( dc tIInit ll
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C. Derivatives and absolute continuity on time scales 

    The general derivatives on time scales are defined 
following the similar concepts in [1, 3]: 
Definition 5. Let I be a time scale and pIx :  be a signal. 
With ,It )(tx  is a delta (Hilger) derivative if, for any 

0  there exists 0  such that  
    ststtxsxtx )())()(()())((                (3) 
for any Is  with .ts  When tt)( , the notation  
                   )/())()((lim)( , tstxsxtx Ists&                   (4) 
is also used to denote )(tx .  
Remark 4. Similar to the standard derivative in 
continuous-time functions, )(tx  is unique. Roughly 
speaking, )(tx  equals the differentiation of x at t in case of 

tt)(  and equals the weighted difference 
])([/)]())(([ tttxtx  of x at t in case of .)( tt          ■ 

    The concept of absolute continuity is important to define 
solutions of dynamical systems over time scales [5]. 
Definition 6. For a bounded time scale I , let pIx :  be 
a function. It is said to be absolutely continuous if, for any 

0  there exists 0  such that every finite pairwise 
disjoint family n

kkk baI 1)},[{ of subintervals of I with 
Iba kk ,  and ,)(1

n
k kk ab  we have  

.))()((1
n
k kk axbx                                 

    For a time scale I , a possible extension of a function 
pIx :  to )](),([ IFinIIni  is defined as follows 

 
.))(,(),(

)(
)())(()(

),(
)(~

Iswithsstst
ss

sxsxsx

Ittx
tx   (5) 

Lemma 2 shows that by using the extension, the absolute 
continuity (Definition 6) is the same as the continuous-time 
signals [5]. This leads to the fundamental theorem of calculus, 
see the discussions in e.g. [5, 15, 18].          
Lemma 2. Let I  be a bounded time scale. Then, pIx :  
is absolutely continuous if and only if x~  is absolutely 
continuous. Moreover, if x is absolutely continuous, there 
exists a Lebesgue measure zero set )(\ IRIE  such that  

)()(~ txtx&  for all EIt \ .                                               ■ 

III. SIGNALS DEFINED ON GENERALIZED TIME SCALES 
This section introduces the concept of signal set defined on 

generalized time scales. As in [19], pseudo distance measure 
is employed to measure the convergence. Uniform global 
stability (UGS) and uniform global asymptotic stability 
(UGAS) are then defined. Some Lyapunov function-based 
conditions are proposed to check UGS and UGAS. 

A. General signal sets: Some stability concept 
    The concepts of signal set and pseudo distance measure are 
defined as follows:  
Definition 7. Let X be any non-empty set.  
a) For a generalized time scale I, a function XIx :  is said 
to be a signal on X. For easy reference, denote .)( IxDom  

b) A family  consisting of signals on X is said to be a signal 
set on X. The set of all signals on is denoted as .  
c) An operator :  is called as a pseudo distance 
measure when ))(()( xDomxDom , x . For any 

,x  )(x  is called a pseudo distance function associated 
with x. It is then a function from )(xDom  to .  
    With the distance measure, the stability properties of signal 
sets defined on generalized time scales are described. 
Definition  8. Let  be a signal set on a non-empty set X and 

 a pseudo distance measure. Let .),( xxd x  
a) It is said that  is uniformly globally stable (UGS) w.r.t. 

if, there exists a class K  function such that for all 
x , )(,)),(()( xDomstsdtd xx with .st  
b) It is said that  is uniformly globally pre-asymptotically 
stable (p-UGAS) w.r.t.  provided that the following hold: 
1)  is  UGS w.r.t. .   
2)  For any 10 , there exists 0)(T  such that for any 
x , if /1)(sdx , then )(,,)( xDomsttdx  with 

Tst .  
In addition that for any x , there exists a forward 
complete x~  such that )(xDom  is a subinterval of 

)~(xDom and ),(),()(~ xDomttxtx  it is said that  is 
uniformly globally asymptotically stable (UGAS) w.r.t. . 
Remark 5. Condition 2) is called uniform global attractivity. 
Usually, this property is defined using two arbitrarily chosen 
parameters 0  and 0r  with the constant )(T  and 

/1  being replaced by ),( rT  and r, respectively. Here 
/1r  is used for simplification. It is not difficult to check 

that these two definitions are in fact equivalent.                   ■ 
Remark 6. The p-UGAS property was considered in [25] to 
highlight that solutions of interests may only be defined on 
some bounded subsets of , which can happen in hybrid 
systems. When all solutions can be extended to forward 
complete solutions, p-UGAS becomes the standard UGAS 
property defined for continuous-time dynamic systems.      ■ 
    For any signal x , xddx o  is the associated distance 
function where ),0[: Xd  is a distance function.  Such 
an associated distance function can be used as a pseudo 
distance measure as shown in Fig 2. When pX  and 
d  is the Euclidean norm, the property of UGAS is 
related to the asymptotic convergence of the origin. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

           Fig. 2: A possible pseudo distance measure. 

  The following example illustrates the need of using signal 
set. 
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Example 1. Consider the following system [13]: 

                                   
.2122

2
211

xxxx
xxx

                                (6) 

For any solution 2
21 :),( Ixxx T , consider the pseudo 

distance function .,)()( Ittxtdx  To study the stability 
property of solutions, let ,),()()()( 22

2
2
1 IttdtxtxtV xx  

be another associated distance (Lyapunov) function. 
Based on the calculation in [13], we have 

         .)),(1)(())(()(2)( 2
2 IttxtVtttVtV xxx      (7) 

When ,I  tt)(  and xxx VVV 2& . Let c  denote 
the set of all solutions defined on .  This implies 

.0),()( )( tssdetd x
st

x  Thus, c  is UGAS w.r.t. c  
where xcc dx a:  is a distance measure.  
    When ,0, rrZI  we have rtt)(  and  
    .)),()1)((()()()( 2

2
22 IttxrrtVtrVtVrtV xxxx  

Let r  denote the set of all solutions defined on .rZ  If 
,2r only local stability can be guaranteed. When ,2r the 

origin is unstable. Particularly, r  is not UGS w.r.t. r  
where xrr dx a:  is a distance measure.  

Three different situations of stability then appear for 
different kinds of solutions.  
Remark 7. This example shows that different classes of 
solutions may have different stability properties. This 
indicates that signal sets can be used to represent partial 
solutions of a system with their stability properties. Moreover, 
this example illustrates the unification of time scales as the 
continuous-time solutions and the discrete-time solutions can 
be treated using the same framework.                                   ■ 

B. Lyapunov like conditions 
    To guarantee the UGS and UGAS properties, the 
Lyapunov approach is used, with so called weak Lyapunov 
functions. The main stability result is captured in Theorem 1 
( its proof can be found in Appendix B). 
Definition 9. Let  be a signal set on a non-empty set X and 

 a pseudo distance measure. An operator :V  is said 
to be a K-weak Lyapunov functional of  w.r.t.  if it is a 
pseudo distance measure, and there exist three class- K  
functions ,  and  such that for any ,x  the following 
statements hold where )(xdx  and )(xVVx :   
1) ).()),(()())(( xDomttdtVtd xxx           
2) )(,)),(()( xDomstsVtV xx with .st                                        
When  is the identity function, V is said to be a weak 
Lyapunov functional of  w.r.t. .  
Theorem  1. Let  be a signal set on a non-empty set X and 

 a pseudo distance measure. Then, the following hold. 
a) When there exists a K-weak Lyapunov functional V of  
w.r.t. ,  is UGS w.r.t. .  
b) The signal set  is p-UGAS w.r.t.  if and only if  is 
UGS w.r.t.  and the following holds with )(xdx :   
(C1) For any 0 , there exists 0)(T  such that there are 
no x  and )(, xDomts , with Tst and such that  

                         .],[,/1)( )( xDomx tsd          (8)   ■ 

     Corollary 1 follows from Theorem 1 (the proof is given in 
Appendix C). It can be used to derive a Krasovskii-LaSalle 
like theorem when an appropriate compactness property of 
the signal set holds.  
Corollary  1. Let  be a signal set on a non-empty set X and 

 a pseudo distance measure. If there exists a weak 
Lyapunov functional V of  w.r.t. , then  is UGS w.r.t. 

. Moreover,  is p-UGAS w.r.t.  under the following 
extra conditions where )(xdx  and )(xVVx :  : 
1) There exists 0M   such that 

 .),(,)( xxDomtMtt  
 2) For any 0 , there exist 0)(T  and 0)(  such 
that for any x  and  )(, xDomts with ,Tst  
   .)()(],[,/1)( )( sVtVtsd xxxDomx       ■ 
Remark 8. Particularly,  is p-UGAS w.r.t.  when V is 
strict, i.e., it is a pseudo distance measure and there exist 
class- K  functions ,  and  such that for any ,x  the 
first condition of Definition 9 holds and xV  is absolutely 
continuous on ,,,],[ Itsts I  such that ))(()( xx dV  
for any EI \  where )(xDomI  and )(\ IRIE  is a 
Lebesgue measure zero set.                                                  ■ 

   Example 2 illustrates the use of Theorem 1. 
Example 2. Consider the following switched systems: 

:0  
0
10

2

21

x
xx

&

&
       :1  

.5.02
25.1

212

211

xxx
xxx

&

&
       (9) 

Notice that both subsystems are  unstable. It was used in [8] 
to illustrate that under a suitable switching law, the switched 
system’s trivial solution is stable. Following [16] and using  
Theorem 1, we demonstrate how a K-weak Lyapunov 
functional is enough to conclude that the trivial solution is 
UGAS.  

Indeed, as in [8], consider the switching law 

                
0.)2-()4(if1,
0)2-()4(if0,

)(
2121

2121

xxxx
xxxx

t                  (10) 

Let  be the set of all maximal solutions starting at .00t  
For all ,),( 21

Txxx consider the Lyapunov like 
functional ).())()((2 2

2
2

21 xxxVx  To investigate the 
convergence of the origin, we consider the pseudo distance 
function .)(xdx  It can be checked that the first condition 
of Definition 9 holds with .0,5)(,3/)( 22 sssss  
    As discussed in [16], the switched system is running 
clockwise with the “angular velocity” satisfying 
                     .0,2/1]))(/)(([tan10 12

1 ttxtx                
Let the plane be divided into the following two regions: 
     0;)2-()4(: 21210 xxxxX 0.)2-()4(: 21211 xxxxX  
Notice that 0X  and 1X  consist of two circular sectors with 
infinite radius. Moreover, the switched system is switched to 
the subsystem i  on mode i when ,),( 21 i

T Xxx  .1,0i  
Thus, any solution (except the trivial solution) stays in iX  



 
 

 

with dwell time maxmin i  where min  and max  are two 
fixed positive constants. Thus, x is forward complete.  

On the mode 1i , 21 2 xx  and hence 

       .),(,2/)(52 121
2
2

2
1

2
2

2
11

XxxxxxxV T
x
&     (11) 

So V is a weak Lyapunov functional. However, on the mod 
,0i  V is not a weak Lyapunov functional. But, it is indeed a 

“K-weak” Lyapunov functional as shown below.  
Notice that both subsystems are linear. Thus, there exist  

1  and M > 0 such that  
                        .,),()( tssVetV x

stM
x                      (12) 

If ,20 maxsts  the second condition of Definition 9 
holds with .0,)( max22 Me  When ,2 maxst  let 
s  and t  be the first and the last time instants, respectively,  
that the solution stays in 1X  on the time interval ].,[ ts  Thus, 

maxsss  and .max ttt  For any time instant l  
that the switched system switches from the mode 1i  to 

0i , let ll  be the first time instant that the solution 
leaves 0X (and enters 1X ). By the second equation of the 
subsystem 0 , )()( 22 lxlx  and 

 )()( lVlV xx                               (13) 

due to .33
2121 42122221 xxxx

xxxxxx  This, 

together with (11), gives us that  ).()( sVtV xx  Hence  

)()()()( maxmaxmax 22 sVesVetVetV x
M

x
M

x
M

x . 
So the second condition of Definition 9 also holds. Therefore 
V is a K-weak Lyapunov functional. 

To show UGAS, it remains to check (C1). For any 0 , 
let max)1(2 kT  with )(/101 min

4k  being a positive 
integer. If there exists x  satisfying (8) for some 

)(, xDomts , we will find a contradiction. Let s  and t  be 
defined as above. Since ,Tst max2kst . For each 

,1 kn  let  ,0 st  and ],[ 2212 ttt nn  be the first time 
instant that the switched system switches from the mode 1i  
to 0i  and ],[ 122 ttt nn  the first time instant that the 
solution leaves 0X  (and enters 1X  again). Thus,   

0]2/)1(5[/1

)()()(0
4

min
2

12
12

2 1

k

dVsVtV kn

t

txkx
n

n

&
                 (14) 

in view of the choice of k , (11) and (13). We reach a 
contradiction. Hence (C1) holds and  is UGAS w.r.t. 

.: xdx a  By Theorem 1, the origin is then UGAS. 

IV. APPLICATIONS TO HYBRID SYSTEMS 
In order to illustrate the usefulness of the proposed 

framework: signal sets on time scales, we use it to propose a 
general model for hybrid systems. In particular, we show that  
the concept of solutions defined in [10] is a special case of 
our proposed framework. Moreover, our framework makes it 
possible to model arbitrarily fast switched systems and 
bouncing balls (a hybrid system) with the consideration of 
passing through a Zeno time.  

A. Solutions of hybrid systems defined on generalized 
time scales 

Hybrid systems defined on time scales are introduced first.  
For pDC, , consider the following hybrid system: 

                                     CxxFx ),(&                              (15) 
DxxGx ),(                             (16) 

 where F and G are two set-valued functions from p  to pR .  
    Definition 11 defines the solutions of (15)-(16) on 
generalized time scales. Here a locally absolutely continuous 
function x means that it is absolutely continuous on 

).(,,],[ )( xDomtsts xDom  
Definition 11. (Solutions defined on generalized time 
scales) For I  being a generalized time scale, a locally 
absolutely continuous function pIx :  is said to be a 
solution of (15)-(16) if the following conditions hold. 
a)  (Initial condition) DCIInix ))((  when .)( IIIni  
b) (Flow condition) For )}),({)((\ IFinIRIt Ctx )(  
and there exists a measure zero set S , with ISIR )(  and 
such that for any ,\ SIt )(tx&  exists and )).(()( txFtx&  
c) (Jump condition) For any ),(IRt  Dtx )(  and 

)).(())(( txGtx  
A solution x~  of (15)-(16) is said to be an extension of x if 

)(xDom  is a subinterval of )~(xDom and 
).(),()(~ xDomttxtx  A solution x of (15)-(16) is said to 

be maximal if it has no extension. Throughout this paper, we 
assume that some solutions exist for (15)-(16).  

B. Hybrid solutions defined on hybrid time domains 
    Now we show that the concept of solutions for a hybrid 
system using the proposed framework includes the model 
proposed in [10] as a special case. Throughout this subsection, 
let )(P  consist of generalized time scales I with 

0)(IIni  and ).(,1)( IRttt  
First, let us recall the definition of hybrid time domain 

proposed in [10]. Let }{Zj  and j
nnt 0}{  be a 

finite or infinite increasing sequence with .00t  Any set of 
the form 

}){ˆ(}){],[(ˆ
10 jIittI jiji iU                (17) 

is said to be a hybrid time domain where Î  is the empty set 
and in case of ,j  jÎ  has one of the following forms: 

 ),,[ˆ
jj tI ),,[ˆ

1jjj ttI                            (18) 
where ).,[1 jj tt  
    Consider the sum function :l defined by 

.,,),( tststsl  The following result characterizes 
the relation between hybrid time domains and generalized 
time scales. Due to space limitation, the proof is omitted.  
Proposition 2. The following statements hold. 
a) For any non-empty hybrid time domain ,Î .)ˆ(II l  
Moreover, titT I

c )(  and iitN I
d )(  for any .ˆ),( Iit  

b) Conversely, for any ,I  
                         IttNtTI I

d
I

c ))(),((ˆ                         (19) 
is a non-empty hybrid time domain.  



 
 

 

Remark 9. Proposition 2 implies that the non-empty hybrid 
time domains are one-to-one corresponding to those 
generalized time scales .I  Hence, hybrid time domains 
defined in [10] can be viewed as a special case of generalized 
time scales.                       .                                                    ■ 

  For any hybrid solution pIx :  of (15)-(16) with  
,I  the function pIx ˆ:ˆ  defined as 

,ˆ),(),(),(ˆ Ijsjsxjsx  is then a hybrid solution of 
(15)-(16) in the sense of [10] where Î  is defined as in (19). 
Conversely, let pIx ˆ:ˆ  be a hybrid solution of (15)-(16) 
in the sense of [10]. With ),ˆ(II l  the function 

pIx : defined as ,)),(),((ˆ)( IttNtTxtx I
d

I
c  

becomes a hybrid solution of (15)-(16). In other words, by 
using the transformation of defining domains, one hybrid 
solution defined as in [10] is just a hybrid solution defined on 
a generalized time scale .I  

C. Using hybrid systems to model switched systems 
With },,,2,1{ NL consider the switched system 

),(xfx&                                     (20) 
where  px  is the state vector,  is a -valued 
switching signal and ppf :  is a function. For 
a precise definition of solutions, we refer readers to [17]. Let 

pIx *:  and p),0[:  form a solution pair of (20) 
where ),0[* aI  with }.{a  As usual,  is 
assumed to be a piecewise constant right-continuous function 
and has finitely many points of discontinuity in any finite 
time interval. Let J  consist of all discontinuous points of  
and be described in the ascending order as follows:  
                     }#21 JtttJ L  or }21 LttJ . 
For 10 r , define a  function )(: PS r

J  as  
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Notice that if ,# J  .lim nn t  Thus, (21) is 
well-defined. Let )(

*
sSI r

JIsU . It can be verified that I is a 
generalized time scale and ).(,,)( * sStIsstT r

J
I

c  
    Let 1:~ pIx  be defined as 

,)),(),(()(~ Itttxtx cc                      
where ).(tTt I

cc  Let TTfFDC )0,(,  and  
                     .),(},),{(),( uiiuuG       
Then, it can be seen that x~  is a hybrid solution of (15)-(16).  

In this way, all solutions of the switched system (20) can be 
transformed into hybrid solutions of a hybrid system. When 
one switched system has the so-called impulse effects, it can 
also be represented as a hybrid system by modifying the 
definition of the jump map G .  

If we choose 1r , the formulation of switched systems 
under the proposed framework is the same as the (two 
dimensional) hybrid time domain defined in [9, 23].  Under 

such a situation, it is difficult to model switched systems 
under arbitrarily switching without dwell-time condition. In 
particular, this type of formulation cannot well define 
uniform attractivity due to possibly infinite number of 
switching in a finite time interval for a family of switching 
signals.  

However, our formulation still allows to model arbitrarily 
switched system by selecting .10 r  It has 

.),1/()( 1 ItrrrtN m
mI

d                 (22) 
Thus, .),1/()( ItrrttTtt I

cc  Hence all time 
intervals with lengths, say ,L  will be transformed into 
generalized time scales with their upper bounds larger than or 
equal to L, and less than ).1/( rrL  In this way, the 
proposed framework can model arbitrarily switched systems 
with well-defined uniform attractivity. This shows the 
flexibility of the proposed framework. 

D. Passing through zeno time: A simple example 

Consider the following hybrid model of bouncing ball: 

Cx
g

xx ,
0

00
10

&                 (23) 

)(}0{, Dxxx                         (24) 
where  10  is a constant and g  is the gravity constant.  
    Let 00t  and ,, iti  are the thi  time instant of the 
ball hitting on the ground. For any given initial height 00h  
and initial velocity ,00v  it is easy to compute that  

gghvvt /)2( 0
2
001  and 0

2
01 2ghvv  

where 1v  is the velocity of ball at 1tt  before hitting the 
ground. Let 11 vv  be the velocity of ball at 1tt  after 
hitting the ground. It is easy to show that  

ivvvgvtt iiiiii ,,/2 111   
where iv  ( iv ) is the velocity of ball at itt  after (before) 
hitting the ground. This shows that 1}{ iit  is a geometry series 
with the common ratio .10  Thus, ii tt lim . It 
is called a Zeno time because there are infinitely many 
switching before tt .  

By a careful check, we know that state (of height and 
velocity) will approach the zero as the time approaches .t  
Thus, it is possible to consider a solution x~  that can be 
extended to  with Tx )0,0(~  when passing through the 
Zeno time. How can we find such an extension?   

Technically, we need to properly extend the defining 
domains so that the solutions can be still defined when 
passing the Zeno time [7]. Moreover, the extended solution 
may not be a solution of the original hybrid systems as 
indicated in [2, 22]. That suggests that one model might not 
be sufficient enough to capture a complete solution. Hence, 
more models are needed.  

For the model described in (23)-(24), it is impossible to 
find a solution defined on  with .,)0,0()(~ tttx T   

Similar to the idea presented in [7], another model is 
generated using a modified equation of (23) as follows:  
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where :  is defined as follows: 
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Next it will show how the proposed time scale framework 
can provide a possible extended solution.  

For ,000 hv let ).,1[})2/1(1{U Zn
nI  

Otherwise, let ),1[)(),0[
2/1 tsSI ts JU  where 2/1

JS  is 
the function defined as in (21) with }.{ ntJ n  Then, I  
is a nonempty closed set. So I  is a time scale. Let 
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m
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nr  and 
.nnnc trtttt  It can be checked that  2:~ Ix  is 

locally absolutely continuous and is a solution of (24) and 
(25). Notice that the zeno time t  is converted to a point 

.1 It  Moreover, the real-time solution )(sx (= )(~ tx  with 
cts ) can be described as follows: 
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where .ntss  Thus, x~  can be used to study the dynamic 
behavior of bouncing ball including the flow and jump 
phenomena, and the real-time solution (possibly, a set-valued 
function) x  to go back to the solution of the original system.  
This demonstrates another flexibility of the proposed 
framework.                                                                        

V. CONCLUSION 

    This work generalized the concept of time scale to describe 
solutions of hybrid systems. With the help of concept of 
signal sets, it is possible to characterize stability properties of 
signals using pseudo distance measure. Weaker Lyapunov 
functionals were introduced to verify uniform global stability 
and uniform global attractivity. The proposed concept of 
signal sets (defined on generalized time scales) was used to 
build a general model for hybrid systems. It was shown that 
the well-known model proposed in [10] is a special case of 
the proposed framework. Moreover, the proposed framework 
allows one to model systems that cannot be modeled easily 
using other approaches [10] such as fast switching systems 
and a bouncing ball system with Zeno solutions. Our future 
work focuses on extending the available analysis tools to 
study even more general systems.      

APPENDIX A:  PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1 
First, observe that  

dtIIni t

IIni II )(]),([
)(

  

where I  is the indicator function, i.e., 1)(I  in case of 
,I and 0)(I  in case of .I  This indicates that I

cT  
is increasing and continuous with )())(( IIniIIniT I

c  [15]. 
By the intermediate value theorem, )(IT I

c  is a closed or 
half-open interval contained in ).),([ IIni  Hence a) holds.  

Observe that  
 ))).(,((]),([]),([ )(, sstIInitIIni IRstsI U  

Hence 
).)((]),([]),([)( ),( sstIInitIIniIInit tsIRsI  

This implies that .),()( IttNtTt I
d

I
c  So b) holds.  

By b), )()( tTttN I
c

I
d  is continuous. In view of 

definition, I
dN  is increasing with .0))(( IIniN I

c  This 
completes the proof of the proposition.                                 ■ 

APPENDIX B:  PROOF OF THEOREM 1 

    By definition, for all x ,  
   )),(()))((())(()( 111 sdsVtVtd xxxx oo  (A1) 
for any )(, xDomst with .st  Since oo1  is also a 
class K  function,  is UGS w.r.t.  in view of (A1). 
Result a) is then done.  

By definition, p-UGAS implies UGS and (C1). Indeed, 
with the constant 0)(T  given as in the second condition 
of p-UGAS, (8) cannot hold due to /1)(sdx  and  

)(,,)( xDomsttdx  with .Tst  This shows the 
“only if” part of b). It remains to show the “if” part.  

Suppose  is not p-UGAS w.r.t. . Then, there exists 
10 0  such that for each ,n  there exist nx  and 

)(, nnn xDomts  such that nst nn , 0/1)( nx sd
n

 and 
.)( 0nx td

n
 Let  

       ))./1(/1),(,min( 0
1

0
11

00 oooo  
Then, .10 0  Under (C1), for any ),( 0Tn  we claim 

)(,/1)( 00 nx xDomd
n

 with .nn ts     (A2) 
By (A1), for any )( nxDom  with ,ns  

00
11 /1)/1())(()( oooo nxx sdd

n
. 

If there exists nn ts 0  such that ,)( 00nxd we have  

00
1

0 ))(()(
nn xnx dtd oo  

based on (A1). We reach a contradiction. Hence (A2) holds. 
For any ),( 0Tn  )( 0Tsnst nnn  and a nx  has 
been found such that (A2) (and (8)) holds. So a final 
contradiction is reached and  is p-UGAS w.r.t. . This 
completes the proof of the theorem.                                      ■ 

APPENDIX C:  PROOF OF COROLLARY 1 

    According to Theorem 1, it remains to show (C1). For any 
,10  let )(T  be the constant given in (2). We claim 

that (C1) holds with )(T  replaced by ))(()( MTk  
where )(k  is a positive integer satisfying 

)(/)/1()(k .  If the claim is not true, then there 



 
 

 

exists 0x  and )(, 000 xDomts  such that 
))(()(00 MTkst  and  

.],[,/1)( )(00 00 xDomx tsd            (A3) 
Since )(,)( 0xDomtMtt  and ),(00 MTkst  
there exist )(0021 0

],[}{ xDomk tssss L  such that  
.1,11 kiMTssTs iii              (A4) 

By (2), (A3) and (A4), we have  
                          .1,)()( 100

kisVsV ixix  
This results in  

.0)/1())(()()(0 00 000
kksdksVsV xxkx

A contradiction is reached. Thus, the claim is true and (C1) 
holds. This completes the proof of the corollary.                 ■ 
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